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New algorithms. VLD (Vive La Difference) [1] was originally designed for ab-initio crystal structure solution: it has been successfully applied to small, medium and protein structures, provided that the data resolution is atomic. Sir2011 [2] has been recently modified in order to use VLD (in synergy with EDM and FreeLunch[3,4]), in non ab-initio cases and when data resolution is not atomic. The procedure has been tested for the Molecular Replacement (data resolution up to 3 Å) [5]. Good preliminary experimental results encouraged us to design a pipeline for leading molecular-replacement solutions to the refined target structure in a fully automated way. The pipeline includes external programs such as Refmac [6] and ARP/wARP [7]. The results of the application of this new procedure will be shown. New graphic tools The graphical interface has been further on improved and allows the straightforward use of the program even in difficult cases. The graphic routines (based on OpenGL) are shared with those written for JAV (Just Another Viewer, unpublished), a program to visualize structural models and electron density maps. JAV, is a stand-alone program; it is distributed as add-on with Sir2011 or included in the package Il Milione [8]. The graphic routines allow the visualization and modification of the current model at any step of the program; they can be used also to produce higher quality images (with respect to the traditional more naïve graphics of SIR2011). In the latest version of the program new GUI’s have been designed to face with data format typical of proteins (MTZ, PDB, Fasta sequence) and to set up the necessary environment to face Molecular Replacement problems.
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